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Abstract

In the context of Industrie 4.0, (Self-)adapting Cyber-Physical Production Systems
(CPPS) offer a solution for production facilities to adapt to changing market requi-
rements. The operation of a CPPS requires information of the entire plant at any
time, which can usually be derived by aggregating the individual information of the
production modules of a CPPS (information models). Even if the information models
are designed following standardized guidelines, the aggregation of these individual
information models often needs to be done manually, which requires a lot of effort and
is error prone. To achieve an automated information aggregation, this paper presents a
novel concept for modular production plants. The main aspect of the concept is the use
of a Rule Engine for the processing of information models in order to create aggregated
plant information. This Rule Engine uses a classification method for plant components
in order to enable standardization. The challenge of this work is to design a Rule Engine
that is suitable for different aspects of CPPS.
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1 Introduction

In the context of Industrie 4.0, where a high degree of flexibility in product variants
is demanded, production facilities must be able to adapt to changing conditions. Cyber
Physical Production Systems (CPPS), which are characterized, amongst other things, by a
modular plant design, can be used for this purpose [12]. Within CPPS, many different
modules, often produced by different machine-builders, work together in a variety of
combinations [16]. The operation of CPPS requires information of the entire plant. In a
plant, it can be distinguished between different hierarchy levels: the plant itself, production
lines, production modules and components. The information aggregation for the whole
plant can usually be started by aggregating the individual information of the production
modules, which are often represented by information models [2]. Then, this procedure can
be repeated for the higher levels of the plant hierarchy. However, the aggregation of indi-
vidual information models is challenging, because no standardized procedures or methods
exist. Additionally, even within components of the same manufacturer, there are often no
standardized information models. Furthermore, the integration of new information due to
retro-fitting has to be considered in terms of information aggregation. Today, the process
of information aggregation is mostly performed manually, as methods that deal with the
aforementioned challenges are missing. The manual information aggregation has a number
of disadvantages, e.g. it is error-prone and requires a huge amount of time.

As a solution approach, this paper introduces a concept for rule-based information
aggregation for modular production plants by using a Rule Engine, which makes use of
a classification method for plant components. A crucial part of the Rule Engine is a Rule
Set which is based on the principle of logical inference. This Rule Set will be used to
determine, which aggregated information can be generated. Within this paper, the concept
is applied to a use case from the area of skill-based engineering with a production plant.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, the relevant state of the art is
discussed in terms for existing approaches. After this, a novel concept is introduced and
applied to a use case. Finally, the main observations are summarized and an outlook on
future work is given.

2 State of the Art

Research in the area of information aggregation can mainly be found in the field of social
sciences, economic sciences and sensor networks [3, 4, 14, 18]. In social sciences, it is
shown how information about people can be aggregated in order to analyze their behavior.
The economic sector uses information aggregation to draw conclusions about the behavior
of stock markets. In the context of sensor network, for example, energy savings can
be achieved through data aggregation. A classification for data aggregation systems is
introduced in [8]. It focuses on systems that represent selected elements of the information
model of distributed systems in their own address space. The classification consists of an
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architecture and a capability model. OPC UA has a huge potential for the implementation
of such a model. It can be used as a semantic information carrier and can be integrated into
the introduced architecture without much effort. The work at hand can be embedded into
the following categories of a functional classification of [8]: information centralization,
central control of distributed CPS and the data and information processing. The demand
of a rule set is uncontroversial in the literature. Some works suppose that the creation of the
aggregation rule sets is a task of the technology [13,17]. Other works assume it as platform
independent rule sets as mentioned in the works [2, 5]. However, works with more details
about the definition of such rule sets cannot be found in the literature.

In contrast to focusing on production rules, other works use different types of
knowledge modeling to represent the calculation of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) in
CPPS. Nevertheless, there are some parallels to the approach presented in this paper. Such
as Kumagai et al. [9], there needs to be standardized information models to ensure the
correct aggregated information. Kumagai et al. do not take modular systems into account,
but they define different levels of abstraction. The aim of Walzel et al. [15] is the closest to
this work, since they automatically aggregate KPIs in modular CPPS. They use ontologies
to represent the knowledge and engineering data as source of information instead of
information models. However, they are limited to KPIs and do not use production rules.
So, there are some works available, but they are focusing on limited aspects regarding
CPPS. The analysis of the state of the art has shown that there is no generic method for the
aggregation of information models covering different aspects in CPPS.

3 Concept for Rule-Based Information Aggregation

This section introduces a concept of how information from a modular production plant
can be managed and aggregated. The goal of the concept is to make information of the
production plant available in different degrees of abstraction. For this purpose, information
is aggregated and combined to a more abstract form. The degree of abstraction is arbitrary.
This means that there can be different levels of aggregation, ranging from the lowest
level (e.g. single sensor values) to performance indicators of whole CPPS. An example
of information aggregation is that the total energy consumption of the entire plant is
determined and displayed from the information of the individual production modules of a
plant. Another example is the creation of skills in the area of skill-based engineering.

The concept can be applied independently from the technology used: No specific
information modeling methods or specific programming languages have to be used.
Although it is not specified which information modeling method has to be used, the
concept supposes that separate information models are created using consistent methods
(e.g. OPC UA [10] or AutomationML [1]). All properties (e.g. sensor values) must be
mapped in these information models. The information models must be made available to
further entities via suitable connection interfaces.
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3.1 Structure of the Concept

The central part of the concept is a building block that has access to all available
information models of the production plant via a connection interface. This building block
is called the Rule Engine. This part of the concept should enable other entities (internal
and external) to connect to it and thus read all available information. These information
must be available in a standardized form. For this purpose, a classification of the system
components is needed. One possible method is described in more detail in Sect. 3.2. The
main function of the concept, however, is to aggregate plant information using the Rule
Engine, which consists of two modules.

The first module is called Rule Set and consists of rules. The purpose of these rules
is to determine, what type of aggregated information can be generated on the basis of
existing information. To do this, the existing information is analyzed which means that
information is categorized and interdependencies are identified. This determines which
aggregated information can be created, based on the logical inference of rules. Details
about this will be discussed in Sect. 3.3.

The second module is called the Mapper. This module is responsible for ensuring
that the aggregated information determined via the Rule Set is actually generated (e.g. by
storing values in a variable or creating method calls). Figure 1 shows the structure of the
concept. It should be noted that the Knowledge Base is only involved in the development
phase of the Rule Set.

Fig. 1 Overview of the information aggregation concept
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3.2 ClassificationMethod

As described in Sect. 3.1, in this concept, information is aggregated using a Rule Engine.
However, this requires that the existing information is available in a standardized and
uniform representation. This can, for example, be based on norms or industry standards.
In this paper, a classification method is applied, which is based on various DIN standards
and VDI guidelines and is presented in [6].

For the classification of system components, a description form must be used. A
description form is a kind of formalism which describes the characteristics and capabilities
of the plant components. It must meet the requirements of uniformity, accuracy, comple-
teness and comprehensibility. A taxonomy is used for this purpose. The principle here
is that generic main categories are created at the top level. To specify an element, main
categories are divided into several subcategories. Each subcategory is connected to the
main category via a “is a”-relation and inherits its properties. Each subcategory also adds
further characteristics. Subcategories must be disjoint so that elements can be assigned
uniquely. This satisfies the property of uniformity. The subdivision into subcategories is
continued until the desired level of detail is reached in order to satisfy the property of
accuracy. The completeness is achieved by ensuring that all components can be classified.
Making it possible to grasp the characteristics of a category as quickly as possible,
ensures the requirement of comprehensibility. For this purpose, each category is assigned
a meaningful symbol. This refers to both the naming of the categories and the visual
representation [7]. Figure 2 shows the principle of a taxonomy.

In order to apply the taxonomy to plant components, a distinction is made on the
first level of the hierarchy between sensor and active components. Sensors include those
elements that are used to record the state of the system. Active components are those
parts of the plant that contribute to the function of the system. This category in turn
can be divided into the subcategories kinematics, handling, tools and treatment. These

Fig. 2 Taxonomy of categories [6]
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Fig. 3 Categories used for a taxonomy [6]

subcategories are further specified, as it can be seen from [6], so that a detailed taxonomy
is available at the end. Figure 3 shows a section with the first two levels of the categories
for the taxonomy [6].

Categorizing plant components ensures that mandatory information about these com-
ponents are made available. This can be, for example, information about the capabilities of
a particular component (e.g. the direction of movement of a linear axis). This mandatory
information is evaluated by the Rule Engine, which is described in the next section.

3.3 Rule Engine

The Rule Engine is the core element of the concept presented in this paper. The process
of information aggregation can be divided into two parts which are performed by the Rule
Set and the Mapper respectively. This section explains how the two modules of the Rule
Engine work.

The module Rule Set consists of rules that are used to analyze the input information and
determine, which aggregated information should be generated. The principle of deductive
reasoning is applied to the rules, according to which causes and laws result in conclusions.
Causes and laws are derived from information models or knowledge bases which differ
depending on the viewed aspect of CPPS. A specific part of knowledge bases are clas-
sifications of plant components, which were introduced in Sect. 3.2. These classifications
guarantee the existence of certain characteristics of components (mandatory information).
The conclusions represent possible aggregated information. This information, in turn, can
serve as causes for further rules. Thus, information about the overall state of the plant is to
be obtained from the individual information models.

The Mapper uses the results from the Rule Set and implements the aggregated
information. Therefore, theMapper maps inferred symbols from the rules to the functions
that implement the indicated methods. To enable this kind of mapping, the Rule Set and
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the Mapper have to be compatible, so if the Rule Set changes, the Mapper might be
adapted since all symbols of the rules have to be implemented in the Mapper. Because all
incoming information is provided by an information model or a knowledge base, typically,
the Mapper does not have to be adapted if it is transferred to another CPPS with the
same Rule Set. So, it is as generic as the Rule Set. For example, if information of the
power consumption is aggregated, the Mapper creates a node in the information model
and performs the calculation of its values. Another example are functions of the modules
that are aggregated by the Rule Set. Here, the Mapper is responsible for the method calls
of the modules’ function.

4 Concept Implementation for a Specific Use Case

This chapter explains how the concept described in Sect. 3 can be applied to a use case.
For this purpose, a part of a production plant from the SmartFactoryOWL is considered.
Since principles of skill-based engineering are demonstrated on this production plant,
the application of the concept will also focus on this area. In skill-based engineering, a
standardized automation function can be assigned to each component in form of a skill
[19]. A skill is defined as the potential of a production resource to achieve an effect within
a domain [11]. When operating a production plant according to the principle of skill-based
engineering, knowledge of the individual components and their skills is required. More
complex tasks are represented by a composed skill, which consist of several individual
skills (basic skills). The creation of composed skills based on basic skills also represents
an information aggregation. This use case is intended to show how the introduced concept
can be used to create composed skills in a production plant.

4.1 Use Case: Fidget Spinner Production

The concept presented in this paper is tested on a production plant for research purposes
located at the SmartFactoryOWL. It is a production system consisting of 7 stations that
produces fidget spinner. The whole system is implemented using a skill-based engineering
concept. Therefore, every component of the system provides standardized skills that can
be browsed and executed via an information model in OPC UA. The components have
basic skills that provide just simple functions, e.g. move a linear axis. Several of these
basic skills are combined to composed skills that represent more complex skills. To create
production processes, the order of the execution of composed skills has to be defined,
which is more obvious than traditional controller programming. The aim of the work
at hand is to create rules that can automatically define composed skills. However, the
selection and combination of the composed skills to create a process is not an aim of
this work.

The focus of this use case is station 2 of the plant, where the four bearings are mounted.
At first, the base body is inserted into the station. To lock the bearings in place, spikes
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are mounted on a linear axis move out. Then, the bearings are inserted, too. In the next
step, the press moves on a linear axis over the bearings. The press goes down and thus fix
the bearings into to body case. Then, the press moves back to the rest position, the spikes
move out and the product is transported to the next station. Overall, the pressing process
is the core of station 2, since the other steps are related to transportation processes.

4.2 Applying Classification

The OPC UA information model reflects the classification of the components. In this
use case, it can be seen that there are 3 pneumatic axes. Figure 4 shows a sec-
tion of the information model. The axes are named B2x32_Slider, B2x32_Mount and
B53_Open_Guidance.

Each axis can move to 2 different positions. According to the classification scheme
described in Sect. 3.2, the following taxonomy can be created for each of these 3 axes: The
axes are kinematic elements. Since the axes can be actively set in motion, they are active
kinematic elements. Furthermore, the axes can be moved along a translatory degree of
freedom, so that they are active linear elements. Since the axes are operated pneumatically,
the axes are active linear elements with a limit stop. This is the most specific description
within the taxonomy. The classifications were taken from the method of the work [6]
described in Sect. 3.2. Figure 5 shows a section of this classification.

From the classification of the axes as active linear elements with a limit stop, it follows
that each axis has two skills, an enabling skill and one move skill. This represents the
mandatory information described in Sect. 3.2, which will be used to define the rules for
the Rule Set. The two skills are basic skills and are evident from the OPC UA information
model (DriveEnable and MoveToRecordPosition). The move skill needs a parameter that
specifies the destination position of the axis. Since it cannot generally be said whether the
forward or backward position is the working position, the rest and the working position
are defined for every axis. That enables the rules to distinct between these positions for
every axis and thus provide more valuable composed skills. Furthermore, the rest position
is also the position in which the axis is in a safe position.

The OPC UA information model also shows that two of the pneumatic axes are
connected. This means that for a process step both axes must be moved one after the
other to the respective working position. The required sequence is not apparent from the

Fig. 4 Section of the
information model of station 2
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Fig. 5 Classification of a pneumatic axis [6]

information model. This has consequences for the determination of composed skills, which
will be described in Sect. 4.3.

4.3 Applying the Rule Engine

A Rule Set is used to determine which composed skills can be provided by the production
system. The Rule Set makes use of the classification determined in Sect. 4.2. The
classifications result in certain types of components which provide a set of basic skills
that can be used to construct composed skills. In this example, two of the pneumatic
axes, which are connected to each other (axis B2x32_Slider and axis B2x32_Mount), are
considered. However, the sequence in which the axes must be moved in order to execute
a production step is not apparent from the OPC UA information model. This means that
there are several possibilities in which order the axes can be moved. This issue must be
taken into account when creating rules within the Rule Set, e.g. by using the experience of
experts when creating rules or by excluding meaningless sequences in advance. After the
Rule Set has identified which composed skills can be created, this information is passed
on to the Mapper. The Mapper ensures that the composed skills are actually generated by
creating method calls. The following section shows how the Rule Engine can be used to
create composed skills for the two connected pneumatic axes.

The following rule can be applied in order to determine a set of basic skills of the
axes B2x32_Slider (X) and B2x32_Mount (Y ) and assign a set of composed skills to the
production module Station 2 (Z):
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ALE.LS(X) ∧ ALE.LS(Y ) ∧ linked(X, Y ) ∧ isP artOf (X,Z) ∧ isP artOf (Y,Z)

→ (hasSkill(Z,CSz1) ∧ consistsOf (CSz1, BSx1, BSy1)) ∧ (hasSkill(Z,CSz2) ∧
consistsOf (CSz2, BSx2, BSy2, BSy1, BSx1))

Table 1 explains the logical expressions which are used in the rule and Table 2 explains
the assignment of the variables.

The rule reads as follows. First, it is checked whether the components are from the
class Active Linear Element with Limit Stop (ALE.LS). Then it is checked whether these
two components are connected to each other (linked). Furthermore, it is checked whether
both elements are part of the production module Station 2 (isP artOf ). It follows (→)
that several composed skills are added to the production module “Station 2” (hasSkill),
which make use of the basic skills of the axes (consistsOf ). The basic skills are known
as the expression ALE.LS queries a certain class, which basic skills can be taken from
the classification described in Sects. 3.2 and 4.2. In particular, these are two variants of
the skill MoveToRecordPosition. The first is used to move the axis to the rest position and
the second is used to move the axis to the working position. For simplicity, the basic skill
DriveEnable is neglected here.

Table 1 Explanation of logical expressions

Logical expression Explanation

ALE.LS(X) This expression is true, if the component X is from the category
Active Linear Element with Limit Stop

linked(X, Y ) This expression is true, if the components X and Y are linked

isP artOf (X,Z) This expression is true, if the component X is part of the station
Z

hasSkill(Z,CSkill) This expression is true, if the composed skill “CSkill” is
assigned to station Z

consistsOf (CSZ, BSX, BSY ) This expression is true, if the composed skill CSZ makes use
of the basic skills BSX and BSY

Table 2 Assignment of the variables used in the rule

Variable Value Description

X B2x32_Slider Pneumatic Axis

Y B2x32_Mount Pneumatic Axis

Z Station_2 Station 2

BSx1 MoveT oRecordPositionS(RestP osition) Basic Skill of B2x32_Slider

BSx2 MoveT oRecordPositionS(WorkingPosition) Basic Skill of B2x32_Slider

BSy1 MoveT oRecordPositionM(RestP osition) Basic Skill of B2x32_Mount

BSy2 MoveT oRecordPositionM(WorkingPosition) Basic Skill of B2x32_Mount

CSz1 MoveToSafePosition Composed Skill of Station 2

CSz2 MountBearing Composed Skill of Station 2
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Table 3 Available composed skills for the use Case

Composed skill name Basic skill mapping

MoveToSafePosition CallSkill(MoveT oRecordPositionS(RestP osition);
CallSkill(MoveT oRecordPositionM(RestP osition);

MountBearing CallSkill(MoveT oRecordPositionS(WorkingPosition);
CallSkill(MoveT oRecordPositionM(WorkingPosition);
CallSkill(MoveT oRecordPositionM(RestP osition);
CallSkill(MoveT oRecordPositionS(RestP osition);

This rule assigns the composed skills to the production module Station 2 and determines
which basic skills can be assigned to the composed skills. The next step is to actually
generate the identified composed skills and create corresponding method calls. This is
done by the second part of the Rule Engine, the Mapper. It technically creates the
composed skills and the method calls for the basic skills in the sequence, that was identified
with the help of the Rule Set. Table 3 shows how the basic skills are combined to composed
skills.

The Mapper stores the created composed skills in a suitable location (e.g. an infor-
mation model). This ensures, that the system operator is offered the above mentioned
composed skills after the Rule Engine has finished its process.

5 Conclusion and FutureWork

In this paper, a concept for rule-based information aggregation in modular production
plants is presented. Aggregated information is created from the individual information of
a production plant, e.g. from the contents of an information model of a production module.
The concept consists of a Rule Engine, which determines possible aggregated information
with the help of a Rule Set. This aggregated information is then created and made
available by a Mapper. A pre-condition for the aggregation process is that the individual
information are available in a standardized form. For this purpose, a classification scheme
for production plants was presented, which allows the assignment of plant components
into different categories. To test the presented concept, a use case from the field of skill-
based engineering was considered. Here the concept was applied to a module of a real
production plant. As a result, composed skills were generated from the basic skills of the
production plant.

However, this is a first example that shows how the concept works. When applied to
more complex systems, it must be ensured that the system complexity is also handled in
the Rule Set. This means, that the amount of rules required can become very large, so that
complexity issues must be taken into account. It is conceivable that different Rule Sets
have to be created for different aspects of CPPS instead of a global Rule Set for the entire
plant. However, the creation of Rule Sets for different aspects of CPPS is challenging,
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since it strongly depends on the given type of information. Also, an essential point of the
presented approach is the assumption about the existence of mandatory information in the
information models based on standards. If this condition is not met, no rules can be defined,
which puts the whole concept into question. This fact could be seen as a weak point.
However, since it can be expected that standardization will prevail, the above mentioned
assumption is applicable. In future work it has to be shown how the presented concept
can be applied to other aspects of CPPS. For this purpose, the concept shall be applied to
several different modules of a production plant.
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